
Waiting to Exhale: Optimizing Noninvasive Synchrony in COPD?

Noninvasive ventilation (NIV) has become a widely used
modality for many types of respiratory conditions. Some
advantages of NIV include lower sedation requirement,
preservation of cough and pulmonary clearance, and re-
duced frequency of ventilator-associated pneumonia.1 NIV
has been used successfully in patients with cardiogenic
pulmonary edema.2-4 It has been shown to decrease intu-
bation duration and may improve the weaning results in
chronic hypercapnic respiratory failure.5 It has been used
successfully in acute hypoxemic respiratory failure, in-
cluding community-acquired pneumonia and acute chest
syndrome.6,7 In the case of COPD, it has become an ac-
cepted standard of care to treat exacerbations. Meta-anal-
yses of randomized trials demonstrate that NIV can reduce
the risk of death in COPD exacerbations.8-10 In a recent
large retrospective cohort study, subjects with COPD
treated with NIV at the time of hospitalization
had lower in-patient mortality, shorter stay, and lower
costs compared with those treated with invasive me-
chanical ventilation.11

To optimize the use of NIV, patient-ventilator synchrony
must be considered. Pressure-support ventilation is a com-
mon mode of NIV used in COPD patients.12 Trigger and
cycle are key components that determine the ability of the
ventilator to synchronize with patient effort. Delayed cy-
cling may lead to inspiratory effort continuing into the
next breathing cycle, resulting in high intrinsic PEEP
(PEEPi), which eventually leads to ineffective triggering.
On the other hand, premature cycling may lead to double
triggering, which would also result in an increase in PEEPi.

The NIV interface is also relevant. Unlike invasive me-
chanical ventilation, there are multiple interface choices.
New interfaces have been created to try to improve on face
mask-related adverse effects, such as discomfort, air leaks,
and skin breakdown. An alternative to the traditional face
mask is the helmet. The standard helmet has improved
comfort and reduced skin breakdown compared with the

face mask.13,14 However, the helmet is a more compliant
interface, resulting in pressure dissipation and time lag
between the initiation of the inspiratory effort and trigger.
It has been reported that NIV delivered via helmet is less
efficient than via face mask in reducing inspiratory effort
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and worsens patient-ventilator synchrony.15-19 There has
also been concern about CO2 rebreathing with inspired
PCO2

being dictated by the amount of CO2 produced by the
subject and the amount of fresh gas flow flushing the large
dead space in the helmet.20,21 Higher flow in the helmet is
required to overcome this, which may reduce patient com-
fort22 The presence of rebreathing may create asynchrony
by causing dyspnea and increased respiratory drive.23 In a
recent study, the Helmet Next was compared with face
mask and standard helmet.24 The Helmet Next interface
design attempts to compensate for the pressure dissipation
seen in the standard helmet. It was shown that the Helmet
Next might have some advantages with respect to interac-
tion and synchrony between subject and ventilator.24

In this issue of RESPIRATORY CARE, Moerer et al25 have
published an article titled “Patient-ventilator interaction
during noninvasive ventilation in simulated COPD.” The
authors used a lung model simulating NIV in a COPD
patient to examine the effects of changing cycling criteria
on patient-ventilator synchrony. Additionally, they exam-
ined this relationship using 2 different interfaces, face mask
and helmet. The authors concluded that augmenting the
cycling criterion above the typical default setting (20–
30% peak inspiratory flow) improved patient-ventilator
synchrony.

Specifically, they measured an asynchrony index, dou-
ble-triggering index, expiratory trigger latency (defined as
the end of inspiration effort until the end of pressure sup-
port, with positive values indicating delayed cycling and
negative values indicating premature cycling), PEEPi, and
the additional expiratory pressure-time product (PTPE,
which is defined as the pressure-time product above PEEP
after the end of the inspiratory effort). They then examined
the effects of low to medium cycling (20–30% peak in-
spiratory flow) and medium to high cycling (50–60% peak
inspiratory flow). In the low to medium trial, they found
that both the helmet and face mask showed reduction in
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expiratory trigger latency, PTPE, and PEEPi. In the me-
dium to high cycling, they noted large reductions in expi-
ratory trigger latency, but with that, significant reductions
in tidal volume (VT) with both interfaces.

They then considered each cycle group separately and
varying amounts of pressure support (PS) and breathing
frequency. In the low cycling trial (10 and 20% peak in-
spiratory flow), no double triggering occurred. They
showed high expiratory trigger latency in high and low PS,
and both interfaces showed high PTPE in high compared
with low PS settings. The medium cycling trial (30, 40,
and 50% peak inspiratory flow) revealed no asynchrony if
there was no leak and small asynchrony with a leak. Dou-
ble triggering was observed in 50% cycling. There was a
significant decrease in expiratory trigger latency at all lev-
els of support, with some values being close to zero. The
PTPE was also lower at all PS settings as compared with
the low cycling trial. They also noted that increasing cy-
cling consistently decreased VT. In the high cycling group
(60 and 70% peak inspiratory flow), they noted no asyn-
chrony, but they did note double triggering in all scenarios
with lower breathing frequency and none with higher
breathing frequency. If there was a leak, double triggering
was seen with high levels of PS. In all settings, expiratory
trigger latency was lower than medium cycling. High cy-
cling resulted in lower PTPE in all settings when using a
helmet, whereas reductions were seen in low breathing
frequency with a face mask, but increases in PTPE were
noted at high breathing frequency. There was a VT reduc-
tion in all settings with both interfaces.

The authors included some further observations about
differences between the face mask and helmet interface.
They noted that expiratory trigger latency was more neg-
ative at high cycling in the helmet as compared with the
face mask. This is probably due to the fact that the helmet
is a more compliant interface, and the initial flow and
pressure-time rise is affected by the properties of the hel-
met rather than the patient. It was also noted that much
longer inspiration time was necessary to trigger a ventila-
tor breath with the helmet. Therefore, triggering was less
frequent with the helmet, occurring more frequently at
lower PS, which corresponded to more negative expiratory
trigger latency.

They also highlighted 2 scenarios in which increasing
cycling may be particularly beneficial. They observed
high PEEPi in situations where high breathing frequency
led to shortened expiration time and noted that this was
improved by increasing cycling. They also noted that
reduction in PTPE is necessary to ensure adequate ex-
halation and enhance patient comfort. PTPE was in-
creased at higher levels of PS and was able to be de-
creased with higher cycling with both interfaces but was
much lower with the helmet as compared with the face
mask. This indicates that the helmet is superior at re-

ducing expiratory pressure load. However, it may be
that the lower PTPE value may simply reflect a reduced
PTPINSP and may come at the cost of less pressure
unloading during inspiration.

The authors conclude that the best synchrony in a sim-
ulated COPD model ranged between 30 and 70% cycling.
They appropriately recognize the limitations of answering
this question with a model and suggest an individualized
approach to setting cycling, instead of relying on default
settings.

There are multiple elements to patient-ventilator asyn-
chrony, including ineffective triggering, double trigger-
ing, autotriggering, and premature or delayed cycling.
Moerer et al25 conclude that optimizing cycling does
add theoretical benefit with improved synchrony and
reduction in PEEPi. The question is: By optimizing one
parameter, are we trading one problem for another? This
study is unable to determine how well patients would
tolerate adjusting cycling. Increasing cycling may in-
crease synchrony and decrease PTPE and PEEPi, but it
has also been shown to decrease VT, which often results
in increased discomfort and air hunger. This frequently
results in tachypnea, which may then contribute to asyn-
chrony and increased PEEPi due to decreased expiratory
time.

Adjusting cycling improved synchrony in the helmet,
which had historically been a problem with this interface.
An interesting observation was that there was less double
triggering with the helmet due to the increased compliance
of the interface, which resulted in a longer time needed to
trigger a breath. This had previously been perceived as a
weakness of the helmet, namely that the more compliant
interface was less efficient than the face mask in reducing
inspiratory effort. Do we now have a new argument for the
ventilation helmet in COPD? If there was less frequent
double triggering, then premature cycling may not be as
relevant to asynchrony and increased PEEPi. In this study,
it was also noted that there might be potentially enhanced
expiratory unloading. Is it better to use an interface that is
unlikely to double-trigger so that we can use higher cy-
cling to augment synchrony and more effective exhalation
in COPD patients? We would have to once again consider
patient comfort. The helmet would probably not provide
optimized inspiratory unloading, and the delay in trigger
coupled with lower tidal volumes on higher cycling would
probably result in discomfort.

Bench studies remain an important way to elucidate
physiology. However, NIV poses issues that reach beyond
a simple understanding of physiology. Unlike invasively
ventilated patients, patients using NIV are deliberately kept
awake with minimal sedation. There are a variety of in-
terface options. It is logical to conclude that better syn-
chrony results in more comfort. However, some maneu-
vers to improve synchrony may result in an uncomfortable
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pattern of breathing for the patient. In an effort to improve
synchrony based on physiologic measures, we must not
lose sight of patient comfort. Future investigation into the
relationship between asynchrony and NIV optimization
should be conducted in patients.
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